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Chapter 701 (Mainly Testing) 

On the other side, Ye Hua also woke up with a happy smile on his lips. The service provided by his wives 

these days was meticulous and satisfied his requirements. 

Damn, he should thank the Nanwu Banner as well. 

"Baizhi, get up. Today, we are going to visit the Nanwu Banner!" Ye Hua's voice suddenly turned cold, 

wiping away his happy expression. 

Donghuang Baizhi didn't feel like moving now. She didn't even have the strength to lift a finger. 

"Let me sleep for five more minutes. I don't want to move." Donghuang Baizhi softly pleaded, clearly 

exhausted. 

"Since it's still early, we can continue." Ye Hua said calmly. 

The Empress immediately opened her eyes in fright, looking at her husband's mischievous smile, she 

playfully hammered him and said, "You're so annoying. You tricked me again." 

"Oh? Then I won't trick you." Ye Hua said as he embraced the Empress. 

"I'm up, I'm up. Can't you spare me?" The Empress couldn't take it anymore, but seeing her husband 

return to his usual self, she felt it was worth it, even though she and Qing Ya were exhausted. 

Ye Hua was just teasing Donghuang Baizhi. Today was an important day, and he wanted the Nanwu 

Banner to see his true strength! 

Qing Ya was already too tired to open her eyes, but she still said, "Be careful, I'll keep an eye on the 

Voidless Realm for you." 

Ye Hua kissed Qing Ya's forehead and whispered, "Rest well. I'll come back to accompany you tonight." 

"Mm~" Qing Ya softly responded, continuing to sleep, feeling so tired~ 

Both Ye Hua and Donghuang Baizhi dressed up elegantly today. They couldn't skimp on their 

appearance! 

Previously, Ye Hua usually wore black suits, giving off a calm and steady vibe. But today, in a good mood, 

he wore a white suit. 

Donghuang Baizhi maintained her empress-like attire, exuding dignity and majesty. 

Looking at her husband in a white suit, the Empress was captivated. "My husband is so handsome." 

"You're just realizing that today?" Ye Hua chuckled and held the Empress's slender waist, feeling 

comfortable. 

"Then, honey, can I kiss you?" Donghuang Baizhi asked with a smile. 

"I allow you." 



Donghuang Baizhi smiled and wrapped her arms around Ye Hua's neck, offering her red lips. 

For them, kissing was a daily routine, making it seem like they were dating every day, enjoying each 

other's company. 

"Alright, I'll give you a kiss when I come back tonight." Donghuang Baizhi gently pushed her husband 

away, playfully saying. 

Ye Hua chuckled helplessly. These two women loved to tease and keep him guessing. It was always 

successful, quite interesting. 

But he had neglected his sister-in-law recently. He would have to find time to satisfy her needs. Ye Hua 

had also practiced his speed recently, so he was definitely capable of delivering a top-notch experience. 

The two of them disappeared directly from the room and arrived at Leisure Bar. 

Ye Zizi, Lie Gu, and the Death Mage were already waiting. 

"Pay respects to Your Majesty and Madam!" The three of them respectfully greeted. 

Ye Hua nodded. Ye Zizi was wearing a green princess dress today, looking very cute. 

Lie Gu wore a red suit with a festive vibe, while the Death Mage remained in his usual attire, a black 

robe, holding the scythe of death! 

As for why the Death Mage was brought along, it was because Ye Hua trusted him. After all, the Death 

Mage was different from Green and Red Brothers; he had excellent combat experience. 

"It's still early. Let's go out for breakfast." 

Gorefiend had already prepared breakfast and came out. "Your Majesty, knowing that you were coming 

today, I have already prepared breakfast." 

Ye Hua felt gratified. This Gorefiend was quite considerate, saving him some trouble. 

While enjoying breakfast, Ye Hua whispered, "Today, our main goal is to test their strength." 

"Are we not going to kill them?" Ye Zizi curiously asked. 

"Ye Zizi, can you kill that skeleton?" Ye Hua asked calmly. Ye Zizi pursed her lips, seemingly unable to 

deal with the skeleton. 

Pausing for a moment, Ye Hua continued, "No matter what, they are still non-humans. I will give them a 

chance to repent." 

Lie Gu agreed with Ye Hua's words. Previously, Ye Hua had never killed non-humans. Even if he wanted 

to, they were usually those who didn't value their lives. 

The Empress, sitting beside Ye Hua, was slightly puzzled. Why didn't Ye Hua kill non-humans? 

In fact, Ye Hua wanted to first understand their weaknesses. Once he found their weaknesses, it would 

be easier to deal with them! 



"Remember, we must push their strongest strength to the limit, without leaving any reservations. I'm 

very curious! Just how strong are the experts of this Primordial Era?" This was Ye Hua's true purpose, a 

reference to compare his own strength. 

"Yes!" The three of them immediately agreed. 

Inside the Nanwu Banner... 

The luxurious palace on the top floor bathed in sunlight, emitting a golden radiance, appearing grand 

and majestic. 

One of the luxurious rooms, Kai Yun was hugging Yue Hua and soundly asleep, like a child nestled in 

their mother's embrace. 

Yue Hua had already woken up and gently caressed the Banner Master's hair. 

"Banner Master, it's time to wake up," Yue Hua softly called. 

"Mhm~" 

Seeing the Banner Master acting spoiled and refusing to get up, Yue Hua showed a warm smile. "Banner 

Master, we have guests coming today, so you need to prepare." 

Kai Yun buried their head in Yue Hua's chest. "I don't want to see them. I want to sleep..." 

"Banner Master, you asked for this yourself. Only children tell lies," Yue Hua said helplessly. The Banner 

Master needed to be coaxed, and only Yue Hua could do it. 

"I'm not a child!!" Kai Yun opened their eyes and said angrily. 

"Then why are you acting like a child by refusing to get out of bed?" 

"Alright, alright, I'll get up. Can't I?" Kai Yun grumbled. 

Seeing the sulking expression on the Banner Master's face, Yue Hua couldn't help but give her a kiss, and 

instantly, the Banner Master smiled. 

It was the kind of smile that could be coaxed with just a little effort. 

The two of them changed their clothes and walked out of the luxurious room. 

Yawning, Kai Yun asked, "Is the food ready?" 

Yue Hua nodded. "Everything is ready, Sichuan cuisine." [Sichuan cuisine is a style of Chinese cuisine 

originating from the Sichuan province in southwestern China. It is known for its bold flavors, spiciness, 

and use of Sichuan peppercorns.] 

"Sichuan cuisine? Sounds great." 

At that moment, Bai Gu respectfully said, "Banner Master, Lucifer has arrived with one of his 

subordinates!" 

"They came so early. Yue Hua, how does my face look?" Kai Yun asked. After all, girls always wanted to 

look beautiful, and Kai Yun was no exception. 



"Banner Master, your beauty shines in all directions, unparalleled by anyone," Yue Hua slightly bowed, 

showing utmost respect. 

"Hmm~ Let's go and greet the guests." Kai Yun was happy to hear that. 

On the steps, Lucifer walked with Mir above, why didn't they just fly up? 

That was because they didn't dare. After all, doing so would be disrespectful to others. The Nanwu 

Banner was too powerful. 

Lucifer didn't dare to offend easily, so he could only walk up the steps with Mir. 

And Lucifer never expected to end up like this, a mighty demon king reduced to such a state. If the other 

deities found out, his dignity would be lost... 

Chapter 702 (The Arrival of Voidless Realm) 

A helicopter was flying in from a distance, reporting on the current situation of Nanwu Banner. 

"I don't know what those people up there are thinking. Nanwu Banner hasn't made any moves, yet we 

have to come and take a look," said a tall and beautiful woman beside. 

"Work is not easy, after all. We'll just take a look and go back," replied a man helplessly. "But it's also 

dangerous. Who knows how these people are feeling? If they lose in a game and take it out on us, what 

will we do?" He remembered how he killed someone when he was cheated in a game, let alone these 

strange people. 

The woman laughed and said, "Such powerful figures wouldn't be playing games. You're thinking too 

much." 

"Who knows? I heard that the more powerful a person is, the more eccentric they become." 

"We're almost there," the pilot announced. 

The two looked towards Nanwu Banner not far away. Although they saw it every day, they couldn't help 

but be filled with reverence each time. The towering steps and the magnificent palace showcased a 

majestic presence. 

"Hey, there are two people on the steps," the woman exclaimed as the helicopter approached. 

The man also looked over and indeed saw two figures. 

They didn't look like ordinary people from their attire. 

"Get closer, let's film!" The man instructed the pilot to move closer and started filming. 

The woman adjusted her makeup and picked up the microphone, saying, "Ladies and gentlemen, we are 

now reporting from Nanwu Banner. After several months of calm, an anomaly has suddenly appeared 

today. Two mysterious foreign men are on the stairs, seemingly intending to enter Nanwu Banner! What 

are they here for? Please stay tuned for further updates from our station." 

"Lord Lucifer, should I take care of them?" Mir asked coldly on the side. These fools had no idea what 

they were doing! They dared to disturb Lord Lucifer! 



Lucifer's face darkened. He wanted to shoot down the helicopter, but this was Nanwu Banner's territory, 

and such an act would be disrespectful to Nanwu Banner. 

"Forget it," Lucifer said in a low voice. 

Mir paused for a moment, then respectfully replied, "Yes!" 

Before long, the two reached the top and were impressed by the luxurious palace before them! 

The two huge wooden doors slowly opened with a dull sound! 

Only to see Kai Yun stepping out with a smile, followed by the Five Banners! 

This was Kai Yun's first appearance in the outside world! 

Lucifer looked at this little girl Kai Yun, his face slightly astonished. Was this the Banner Master? 

Mir stood behind Lucifer, involuntarily lowering his head. 

The people on the helicopter were also stunned. Was this the legendary Banner Master! 

It turned out to be an underage girl who, judging from her appearance, seemed obedient and even 

skipped when walking. 

It shattered everyone's perception of a powerful figure. 

"Maybe they really play games," the man murmured while carrying the camera. 

The footage quickly reached the broadcasting studio, and the live broadcast began! 

The images appeared on every television screen! Kai Yun's face appeared on the bustling square, and 

everyone stopped in their tracks, looking up at the large screens. 

"So, this is the Banner Master of Nanwu Banner?" 

"I thought it would be a formidable character, but I didn't expect..." 

"I didn't expect her to be a little girl." 

"Why are these two foreigners being welcomed by Nanwu Banner?" 

"Welcome? Are you blind? Those two foreigners look scared." 

Indeed, Lucifer and Mir were quite nervous now, feeling as if the terrifying Bai Gu was right beside 

them, capable of killing them in a matter of minutes! 

And they were helpless! 

Yue Hua took a step forward from behind, wearing a faint smile. "Welcome, both of you, to Nanwu 

Banner. The Banner Master is delighted to have you here." 

Lucifer followed the local customs and bowed, saying, "Nanwu Banner is truly extraordinary. I am 

honored to be here." 



"Please have a seat, as there are more people coming," Yue Hua lightly waved her hand, and tables 

appeared on the central stairs. 

Kai Yun happily sat down first and called out to Lucifer, "Hurry up and sit, don't just stand there." 

"Oh, okay," Lucifer's speech became a bit unclear. Who exactly was this Banner Master? Even now, he 

couldn't quite figure it out. She seemed innocent on the outside, but inside, there resided a demon. 

A terrifying one at that. 

After this scene appeared, many people realized that this was actually a banquet hosted by Nanwu 

Banner. Looking at the two empty tables beside, everyone speculated on who else would be joining! 

Many thought that Voidless Realm was one of them because this foreigner seemed to represent a 

certain power, and Voidless Realm happened to represent the entire cultivation world. 

Suddenly, three figures appeared, and when these three figures showed up, it seemed like everyone 

gasped. 

Of course, the three were Miyamoto Nahayasu, Shi Tuanguang, and Nakata Kandai. 

The three were wearing traditional kimonos, white socks, wooden clogs, and had their hair tied up. They 

walked with small steps, respectfully standing in front of Kai Yun, placing their hands on the outside of 

their thighs, and bowed 90 degrees, showing devout reverence. 

"Greetings, Banner Master!" The three of them, Miyamoto Nahayasu, said in unison, with great 

momentum. 

But this humble appearance made people sigh in silence. Even Lucifer hadn't acted like this before. It 

was truly embarrassing. 

However, Miyamoto Nahayasu didn't feel the slightest bit embarrassed. On the contrary, he felt that 

being able to come here and have a meal was the greatest honor. 

Looking at the entire world, he was the one invited by Nanwu Banner. Who else could ask for more? 

"You should sit down quickly. The meal is about to be served," Kai Yun cheerfully exclaimed, completely 

devoid of the airs of the Banner Master. 

This made Miyamoto Nahayasu feel slightly relieved, fearing that the Banner Master might be a 

murderous demon, which would be troublesome. 

"Thank you for your hospitality, Banner Master!" Miyamoto Nahayasu respectfully said, sitting down 

with his two subordinates. However, his two subordinates remained standing, as they did not have the 

qualifications to sit here. 

With only one seat remaining, everyone speculated in their hearts, who could it be? 

Could it be Voidless Realm??? 

But right now, there was no sign of Voidless Realm at all! 

Kai Yun was originally smiling, but as time passed, a frost gradually covered her face. 



At this moment, Miyamoto Nahayasu hurriedly asked, "Banner Master, who are we waiting for?" 

Kai Yun was puzzled for a moment and immediately turned to the Bai Gu behind her, asking, "Who are 

we waiting for?" 

"..." 

So, they didn't even know who they were waiting for. But regardless of who it was, Kai Yun was very 

angry. How dare they make the Banner Master wait! It was simply outrageous! 

"According to the Banner Master, we are still waiting for Voidless Realm!" the voice of the Bai Gu 

echoed in the air. 

Lucifer and Miyamoto Nahayasu couldn't forget this unique voice. It was the voice of the terrifying Bai 

Gu! 

Kai Yun huffed and said, "To think that I have to wait for this Voidless Realm. It's infuriating!" 

Chapter 703 (Little Brat) 

"That Voidless Realm is truly despicable! They don't even regard you, the Banner Master, highly." 

Miyamoto Nahayasu quickly chimed in, fueling their resentment to the fullest. 

Surprisingly, it had a significant effect. 

Kai Yun's young face instantly grew darker. "They dare to disregard Nanwu Banner! Such audacity!" 

Seeing Kai Yun's indignant expression, Miyamoto Nahayasu felt very satisfied. No matter what, this feud 

had been established between them. It would be best if both sides fought fiercely, with one person 

dying and the other surviving. Then he could reap the benefits and feel great! 

The hovering helicopter in the sky couldn't capture what they were saying, but judging by the young 

Banner Master's expression, things didn't seem good. 

Coupled with the empty seat, it wasn't hard to guess that someone was late. If it was really Voidless 

Realm, then trouble was bound to arise! 

The Five Banners sitting behind Kai Yun had gloomy expressions. How dare Voidless Realm be so 

arrogant as to be late! 

They were truly asking for trouble! 

Just when everyone thought that no one from Voidless Realm would show up, something unexpected 

happened in the sky! 

A colorful auspicious cloud drifted slowly! 

The breathtaking scenery left everyone in awe. The cloud looked like a fluffy cotton candy that made 

people want to take a bite. 

Kai Yun's gaze gradually became serious because the colorful auspicious cloud was just an illusion. The 

real formidable existence was inside the cloud! 



Suddenly! 

A gigantic foot extended from the colorful auspicious cloud! When it stepped onto the void, a powerful 

aura erupted! 

Just the size of that foot left people speechless. It was at least as large as the entire Nanwu Banner, 

exuding a sense of ancientness, as if it had existed for a long time. 

Boom! 

Another foot stomped down, causing the entire void to tremble. 

The horrifying aura immediately assaulted Nanwu Banner. Lucifer and Miyamoto Nahayasu's faces filled 

with horror. This aura was too terrifying! 

Could this be the foundation of Voidless Realm? 

It turned out that they had underestimated Voidless Realm, and judging by the situation, it seemed like 

Voidless Realm had come to make trouble! 

That was indeed the case. Ye Hua had come to make trouble deliberately, specifically choosing to 

appear when the opposing party was in a rage! 

Kai Yun's stiff expression gradually eased, and a smile even appeared on her young face. Voidless Realm 

was quite interesting! 

"Banner Master, this should be a primordial divine beast," Luo Hou whispered from behind. 

Kai Yun nodded. "Yes, it's the Xuan Turtle." 

From the expressions of the Nanwu Banner group, they didn't seem to fear it, just amazed. 

Voidless Realm could actually summon the primordial divine beast Xuan Turtle to assist them. That was 

quite impressive! 

The enormous beast broke through the cloud layer and appeared before the eyes of the world. 

"Roar!" The Xuan Turtle let out a tremendous roar that reverberated through the heavens and earth. 

The nearby helicopter was instantly affected, causing it to stall and descend in a swaying motion. 

Fortunately, the pilot was experienced and managed to pull the helicopter up, but they no longer dared 

to get any closer. 

It was as good as seeking death. 

With the live broadcast gone without the helicopter, the scene disappeared in an instant, and countless 

people cursed! 

"Damn it! We were halfway through taking off our pants, and you showed us a black screen. Can't you 

provide a proper live broadcast? Send someone over quickly!" 

However, no one was willing to go. It was as good as seeking death. After all, compared to money, life 

was more precious. 



If the broadcast had lasted one more second, they would have been able to see the figure of the 

Supreme Overlord! 

On the back of the Xuan Turtle, Ye Hua stood with his hands behind his back, gazing at the Nanwu 

Banner not far away. This was the first time he clashed with the Nanwu Banner, and he couldn't afford 

to lose momentum. He had no intention of taking the stairs. Hehe... they were expecting too much. 

Behind Ye Hua was Donghuang Baizhi, and beside her were Ye Zizi, Lie Gu, and the Death Mage! 

Compared to the Nanwu Banner, the Xuan Turtle was already a size larger, especially when it stepped 

out from the colorful auspicious cloud. The scene was incredibly stunning, making the Nanwu Banner 

appear tiny, like a small sail in the sky. Once the Xuan Turtle's foot descended, the entire Nanwu Banner 

would turn into ruins... 

However, Ye Hua didn't plan to do that... 

The Xuan Turtle moved forward slowly, as if it wanted to crush the entire land. When it approached 

Nanwu Banner, it extended its foot, firmly resting it on the steps. 

Ye Hua walked forward slowly, followed by the other four, with an air of immense confidence on their 

faces. 

At this moment, Kai Yun suddenly stood up, as if she was going to greet Ye Hua's arrival! 

Ye Hua and his group stepped onto the ground of the Nanwu Banner. The Xuan Turtle let out another 

thunderous roar, its aged gaze fixed firmly on the few people from Nanwu Banner. It seemed to be... 

preparing to use a move... 

Death Stare! 

It warned everyone from Nanwu Banner not to mess around! Get ready to face the wrath of the 

primordial divine beast! 

After using the Death Stare, the Xuan Turtle slowly withdrew and disappeared into the clouds, as if it 

had never appeared before! 

Lucifer and Miyamoto Nahayasu were dumbfounded. Who was this man? 

Wasn't the woman behind him the Empress? Why was the Empress standing behind him? 

"Hey, why would the Xuan Turtle listen to you? How audacious..." Kai Yun curiously asked. The Xuan 

Turtle was a proud species among the primordial divine beasts, how could it possibly listen to a human's 

command? It was truly intriguing. 

Ye Hua looked at Kai Yun calmly and said, "Little brat, you don't understand a thing." 

Lucifer: "..." 

Miyamoto Nahayasu: "..." 

Miyamoto Nahayasu thought to himself, this man must have angered the Banner Master just now. He 

actually called the Banner Master a little brat. This must be a serious offense! 



Banner Master, attack! 

Kai Yun was clearly stunned for a moment, then shouted loudly, "You're the little brat! Your whole 

family is a bunch of little brats!" 

This tone was not meant as an insult, but more like the frustrated scolding of a child. 

Miyamoto Nahayasu couldn't believe it. 'Banner Master, are you really a child? How can you say such 

things?' 

Yue Hua stood up, her voice cold and stern, "Voidless Realm! As guests, you are being disrespectful!" 

'This deity is a reasonable person. The display just now was only average. Your Nanwu Banner is big? I'll 

bring something even bigger to show you what a colossal being is like. One foot will be enough to 

encompass your entire Nanwu Banner!' 

"Outrageous! How dare you be disrespectful to Your Honor! Didn't your Banner Master teach you 

manners?" Lie Gu didn't hold back either. Since the other side's subordinates were making a racket, he 

couldn't stay calm either. When it came to trash talk, he had never been afraid of anyone! 

The atmosphere within the Nanwu Banner had already reached freezing point, as if a great battle was 

about to erupt. 

Donghuang Baizhi, on the other hand, was not afraid at all. Her husband's immense confidence gave her 

unwavering belief. 

Moreover, her husband never did anything without certainty. 

At this moment, Lucifer suddenly stood up and smiled, "We are all civilized people. How about we sit 

down first?" 

It had to be said that Lucifer was quite clever. This offer of a step was well played. Otherwise, the two 

sides would have definitely fought just now, and neither could have backed down from the 

confrontation. 

Chapter 704 (Little Skeleton, Keep Going) 

Ye Hua didn't pay attention to the little brat. After just a brief encounter, he instantly felt that Nanwu 

Banner was weak. Is this their Banner Master? 

It was different from what the avatar had imagined. Just a little girl, pouting in anger. Even his Liu'er 

didn't behave like this, although Ah Li would occasionally act spoiled. 

'The deity worried about such an organization. It seemed that this deity hadn't experienced true power 

for too long, scaring myself unnecessarily.' 

Ye Hua and Donghuang Baizhi both sat down, with Lie Gu, Ye Zizi, and Death Mage standing behind 

them. 

Miyamoto Nahayasu felt regretful. It was exactly as he had expected. Why didn't they start fighting? 

'Just now, the two sides were on the verge of confrontation, and this foreigner had to speak up!' 



'And the Banner Master, why didn't she show any signs of anger?' 

'Well, she was indeed angry, but your pouting anger is a bit excessive!' 

'Are you angry with your father?' 

It felt like his worldview had been overturned. How could Nanwu Banner be such an organization? 

Lucifer was also shocked and terrified. They were on the brink of fighting just now. If it had really 

started, he would have definitely suffered. So he absolutely couldn't let them fight! Absolutely not! 

Kai Yun glanced at Ye Hua, looking angry. She said with a huff, "Serve the food! I'm hungry!" 

The five Banner members behind her didn't say anything since the Banner Master didn't explode for the 

time being. Bai Gu clapped his hands! 

Suddenly, Sichuan dishes appeared, floating in the air, and gently landed on each person's table. 

Yue Hua's smile reappeared at the corner of her mouth. "Today is the Banner Master's treat. Everyone, 

enjoy without any reservation." 

As soon as she finished speaking, Ye Hua flicked his chopsticks onto the table and said casually, "Is this 

the only kind of food?" 

Clearly, he wanted to cause trouble. 

Seeing Ye Hua's actions, Miyamoto Nahayasu was delighted and said, "What's wrong with this food? I 

think it's pretty good. Besides, it's the Banner Master's treat, how honorable." 

Lucifer felt that things weren't going well and quickly said, "Banner Master, please don't mind. Eating 

should be done in a pleasant atmosphere. Isn't that right, everyone?" 

Ye Hua was curious about these two. What exactly did they mean? 

Not only Ye Hua was curious, even the Nanwu Banner members were curious. Clearly, someone was 

getting angry, and one was provoking, while the other was extinguishing the fire. Could they still have a 

good time playing? 

Kai Yun's purpose wasn't just to eat, and Ye Hua's purpose wasn't just to eat either. 

Their purposes were the same, so they were both looking for an opportunity. 

Miyamoto Nahayasu was trying to help, but Lucifer was speechless. 

Ye Hua crossed his arms and said calmly, "This person is right. We should enjoy our meal with a pleasant 

mood. How about a little performance?" 

"Great, I love watching performances!" Kai Yun clapped her hands in agreement, looking excited. 

Yue Hua who sat in the back and whispered, "Banner Master, maintain your composure." 

Kai Yun pursed her lips and said, "No, I want to watch the performance!" 



"What the Banner Master said is absolutely right. Having a performance during a meal can increase 

appetite," Miyamoto Nahayasu chimed in instantly. Whatever the Banner Master said was right, even if 

it was wrong, it would still be right. 

The Death Mage slowly walked to the center without saying a word. 

He simply stabbed his Death Scythe into the ground, and the hard surface cracked instantly, resembling 

a spider's web. 

Let me give you a performance! 

How did he develop such speed? 

Miyamoto Nahayasu was trying to curry favor with Kai Yun, so he shouted, "Shi Tuanguang, liven things 

up for the Banner Master!" 

"Yes, Lord Miyamoto!" Shi Tuanguang stepped forward, looking at the black-robed skeleton in front of 

him without any surprise. 

"Please!" Shi Tuanguang said calmly, slowly descending the central platform and stepping onto a lower 

platform. 

The Death Mage, who was also the type of person who didn't speak much, disappeared in an instant and 

reappeared below. 

And the people sat above, enjoying the show. 

"Fun!" Kai Yun clapped happily, which made Yue Hua helpless. When the Banner Master was happy, she 

couldn't control himself, but after the rage, she couldn't control himself either. 

"Ye Hua, what's up with this Banner Master?" Donghuang Baizhi whispered. She's not like the Banner 

Master in her mind. 

Ye Hua patted Donghuang Baizhi's hand and said, "Let's watch first. This Banner Master is not that 

simple." 

"Okay." Donghuang Bai Zhi nodded. One couldn't become the Banner Master of the Nanwu Banner 

without some skills. 

In the arena, the Death Mage looked at Shi Tuanguang in front of him. 

The latter condensed a dark black samurai sword in his hand, holding it with both hands! 

"Shi Tuanguang!" 

Shiida Mitsuru followed the martial arts protocol and announced his name first, but the Death Mage 

also understood the rules. To the astonishment of everyone present, he hugged his Death Scythe in his 

arms. 

This action of hugging the weapon stunned Kai Yun, and she burst into laughter, "Hahaha! So fun, I like 

this skeleton." 



Lucifer was also surprised. In such a serious atmosphere, that black-robed skeleton was so reckless. Was 

it underestimating the opponent or having great confidence in its own power? 

Miyamoto Nahayasu was very angry, and the veins on the back of his hand bulged. The opponent was 

clearly underestimating him! 

When the Death Mage took out an iPhone Max, everyone except Ye Hua was stunned. 

Especially Kai Yun, who jumped out and said, "I like this skeleton." 

Yue Hua hugged Kai Yun and said, "Banner Master, be more reserved!" 

Yue Hua had no choice but to hug the Banner Master. Kai Yun was unhappy, finally encountering an 

interesting creature and wanting to communicate more. 

As an opponent, Shiida Mitsuru was already angry to the point that the samurai sword in his hand was 

trembling. This kind of battle! 

You're actually playing a game! 

For the Death Mage, it was just a regular routine. He typed a few words and played them back! 

"Please call me Lord of Magic." 

Seeing the words typed by the Death Mage, Shi Tuanguang was about to explode. It was a blatant insult! 

Although Kai Yun was being held by Moon Hua, he still shouted, "Go, little brother skeleton, I'm rooting 

for you." 

Everyone: ... 

Especially Ye Hua, he was even more speechless. 'Was this Banner Master lacking common sense? This 

deity came to cause trouble, and you're cheering for my subordinates!' 

It was the first time he encountered such a bizarre opponent. 

Lie Gu and Ye Zizi were also surprised. They had a deeper understanding of the Banner Master. This level 

of eccentricity surpassed that of Dou Fushi! 

"How dare you insult me! I will throw your bones into the toilet and wash them!" Shi Tuanguang 

couldn't take it anymore, and the samurai sword in his hand emitted a powerful radiance. 

"Ahh!" Shi Tuanguang shouted, and the samurai sword in his hand radiated dazzling lightning. He moved 

like a walking cheetah! 

But the figure of the Death Mage had already disappeared! 

With a swipe! 

Chapter 705 (Death Mage vs. Bai Gu) 

Shi Tuanguang stared blankly at his own body, still standing, with his samurai sword radiating skills, but 

he hadn't released them yet. 



'Where is this... Why can I see my own body, my own head!' 

Everyone except Ye Hua stared in astonishment at this scene... 

On top of the Death Mage's death scythe, Shi Tuanguang's head was hanging... 

In just an instant, the Death Mage had pushed his speed to the extreme, intending to make a shocking 

entrance! 

It has to be said that the Death Mage now has a brain. 

This is what intimidation looks like! 

The Death Mage once again took out his phone to type, then displayed it: "Spicy chicken." 

Shi Tuanguang looked at his fallen body, but his mind was still clear. This situation couldn't be explained, 

and fear reached its limit... 

Only then did Shi Tuanguang realize his death and swallowed his last breath unwillingly. 

"So cool! It's so cool! I want to see more~~~" Kai Yun instantly shouted out her inner thoughts. As a 

member of a different race, she had an absolute fondness for the Death Mage, who was also of a 

different race. Not to mention his killing techniques, they were simply explosively cool. 

Lucifer was completely stunned. 'What kind of race is this black-robed figure? I couldn't even sense his 

high-speed movements just now!' 

'This mysterious East is truly terrifying. Fortunately, I listened to my subordinates last time and didn't 

come. If I had encountered this black robe, I would have definitely been dead.' 

Miyamoto Nahayasu was angry, but he wasn't foolish! 

This black-robed figure had instantly killed Shi Tuanguang, his strength was already terrifying, and he 

was no match at all! 

So! 

Miyamoto Nahayasu forced a smile and respectfully said, "Banner Master, we apologize for not bringing 

you pleasure with our subordinates." 

Nakata Kandai, who was standing behind him, felt a sinking feeling in his heart. He didn't expect Lord 

Miyamoto to be so pleasing to the Banner Master. Shi Tuanguang's death was just a source of pleasure, 

and he even apologized for it! 

'Lord Miyamoto, we've helped you a lot when you took this position!' 

Kai Yun waved her hand, not even putting Miyamoto Nahayasu in her eyes. "It's okay, I'm very happy. 

After all, you guys are just spicy chickens." 

Miyamoto Nahayasu: "······" 

Kai Yun was learning quite quickly and immediately used the term "spicy chicken." 



The Death Mage still stood below, waiting for the opponent to appear. As a subordinate of the Supreme 

Overlord, he must restore Your Honor's face! 

Ye Hua held Donghuang Baizhi in his arms, showing off his woman, and then took out a cigarette and lit 

it, exuding an air of sophistication. 

Donghuang Baizhi had no choice. Her husband just liked this style, so she just had to cooperate well and 

nestle in her husband's arms, with a hint of shyness. 

This shyness wasn't fake, she really felt a little embarrassed. 

Smoking, holding the most beautiful woman in the world, what a joy. 

Ye Hua casually said, "The performance should continue. Let's call someone stronger, killing without 

suspense is not interesting." 

"That's right! Powerful against powerful, I like powerful!" Kai Yun also echoed. 

Ye Hua almost choked on his own smoke. The intelligence of his opponents is on a completely different 

level from his own. It's really difficult to communicate... 

"Which one of you two wants to perform for me?" Kai Yun looked at Lucifer and Miyamoto Nahayasu 

and asked. 

As Kai Yun said this, Lucifer and Miyamoto Nahayasu's faces changed drastically. The black-robed figure 

below was terrifying. 

They were clearly not opponents! 

Miyamoto Nahayasu quickly said, "Banner Master, my strength is limited. I cannot bring you a pleasant 

mood. It's better to let him go." 

Miyamoto Nahayasu passed the buck to Lucifer, which almost made Lucifer lose control. What a 

shameless man! 

Kai Yun pursed her lips and said, "You can say such spicy chicken words. What did I call you here for?" 

"Fla..." Miyamoto Nahayasu's words were interrupted before he could finish as he felt a chill around his 

neck. 

Ye Hua and Donghuang Baizhi furrowed their brows. None of the five people had made a move just now, 

so it must be the Bai Gu who attacked! 

Indeed, as Li Hun had said, this Bai Gu was extremely mysterious! 

Ye Hua transmitted his voice to Lie Gu, asking, "Did you sense anything?" 

"Your Honor, I didn't sense any movements from the Bai Gu," Lie Gu also appeared calm, realizing that 

this Bai Gu was truly elusive! 

Ye Zizi whispered, "Your Majesty, Ye Zizi didn't sense anything either." 



Hearing the words of his two subordinates, Ye Hua let it go. Fortunately, it wasn't just him who couldn't 

sense it; they couldn't sense it either... 

He felt a little relieved. 

Miyamoto Nahayasu touched his neck, looking at the smiling Kai Yun with confusion. His expression 

seemed to be asking, "Why did you suddenly kill me? I wanted to join you." 

However, Kai Yun didn't even want weak chickens. In her eyes, weak chickens should die; keeping them 

alive would be a waste of food. 

Blood flowed out from his neck, which was terrifying! 

Nakata Kandai, who was standing behind, dared not move. He had no idea what had just happened. 

Miyamoto Nahayasu's head fell from his neck onto the table, overturning the food. Due to his kneeling 

position, his body didn't fall, as if he hadn't died yet. 

"Ye Hua, this Banner Master is asserting dominance over us," Donghuang Baizhi whispered. 

Ye Hua nodded, understanding why Kai Yun did this. He realized that he had underestimated her a bit. 

Her chuunibyou seemed to be a facade, and her mind was still rational. She knew how to intimidate him 

using this method. 

But did she think he was scared that easily? 

Lucifer was already bewildered, feeling like he was about to die soon. 

Mir, who was standing behind, also had the same feeling, as if he could see a bloodstain appearing on 

Lord Lucifer's neck. 

Such a thing wouldn't happen. Kai Yun just killed someone to intimidate Ye Hua. After all, Ye Hua had 

killed someone right under her nose earlier. This was a blatant provocation. As the Banner Master, how 

could she allow such a thing to happen! 

"The performance continues. Bai Gu, it's your turn," Kai Yun cheerfully called out. 

The voice of the Bai Gu dispersed in the air, saying, "Yes!" 

Lucifer heaved a sigh of relief. He knew this meal wouldn't taste good. Even if he wasn't killed, he would 

be scared to death. 

Nakata Kandai felt the same way. He didn't even dare to move, fearing that if the Banner Master 

became displeased, he would be killed! 

However, upon hearing that the Bai Gu was going to fight the black-robed figure, Nakata Kandai was 

also filled with curiosity. Who would win in the end? 

Lucifer was also curious now. The movements of this Bai Gu were truly mysterious. He didn't know how 

many rounds this skeleton could last. 

As for Ye Hua, he continued smoking, holding his beautiful woman, seemingly very at ease. 



Indeed, the Bai Gu was indeed mysterious, but ultimately, it was just that... 

If it wanted to kill someone, it would have to make contact. But what if the opponent had absolute 

defense? 

Then the existence of the Bai Gu would be meaningless. 

Although Ye Hua couldn't deal with it now, there was a way to overcome its attacks! 

Don't ask why he knows so much. When you've watched "Legend of the Calabash Brothers" countless 

times, you naturally come to know. If you don't believe it, go and try it yourselves. 

Chapter 706 (Some Powerful Races) 

Moreover, the script is unfolding according to his plan, and the Death Mage's appearance is also 

arranged by him. 

It was assumed that they would let the Bai Gu go on stage first, so the Death Mage was given a piece of 

armor. 

The name is simple. 

It's called Absolute Defense! 

However, what Ye Hua is worried about now is whether this Absolute Defense can withstand the attacks 

of the Bai Gu. 

Because Ye Hua knows that nothing in this world is absolute. Just like this set of armor, it is like a blank 

sheet of paper in front of him, vulnerable to a single blow! 

So now it depends on how strong this Bai Gu is, or rather, how powerful its strength is! Can it destroy 

Absolute Defense? If it can't, then he can only rely on Lie Gu and Ye Zizi to save face. 

In Ye Hua's heart, actually achieving a draw in this battle would be the best outcome. After all, they 

haven't found the weakness of the Bai Gu yet, and the chance of killing it is too low! 

Ye Hua casually exhaled a puff of smoke and said, "This is my subordinate's subordinate, so you must 

handle it with care." 

Subordinate's subordinate??? 

Lucifer was shocked! 

If the subordinate's subordinate is already this powerful, how strong must the subordinate be, and how 

strong would the original body be! 

Damn it, why are there so many freaks in the East... This is completely unfair. Were they born with such 

strength? 

Kai Yun was also slightly surprised and said, "Ah, then you must be even more powerful." 

"Naturally," Ye Hua said softly, but after saying it, he felt that something was off. Why did he bother 

responding to the words of a little kid? He was being led astray. 



F**k, I'm so annoyed! 

"Then let's battle later, okay?" Kai Yun's eyes gleamed with excitement, and she even trembled slightly. 

This was the excitement of a powerful individual encountering another powerful individual. 

Yue Hua could sense the excitement of the Banner Master and didn't say anything. This was a normal 

reaction. 

Ye Hua calmly said, "Deal with my subordinate first." 

"Okay, okay. Bai Gu, you have to do your best, and Skull Brother, you have to do your best too." Kai Yun 

shouted towards the two below. Today was so much fun. 

'This Bai Gu said that the Voidless Realm was weak, but it's actually very powerful. It actually deceived 

me, hmph~' 

The Death Mage held the Scythe of Death, and there was no expression on the skull's face, nor could 

there be any expression. 

There were some changes in his mind. The Death Mage was also trying to sense the location of the Bai 

Gu, but unfortunately, he gained nothing. This was the most peculiar opponent he had ever 

encountered. No wonder he escaped from the original body's hands. He truly had formidable capital! 

The Death Mage didn't dare to be careless! He made a cackling sound! 

"Top-tier Defense Boost!" 

"Advanced Speed Boost!" 

"Bone Hardness Boost!" 

"All sorts of top-tier Defense Boosts!" 

Suddenly! The Death Mage emitted a colorful light from his body, strengthening his defense to the 

extreme. 

Seeing the appearance of the Death Mage, Kai Yun whispered, "Very clever." 

Yue Hua gently stroked Kai Yun's hair and said softly, "They are strong. The two people standing behind 

them are even stronger than this skeleton!" 

"Yes, I feel the same way. Kung Sha, can you see what their true forms are?" Kai Yun curiously asked. 

Kung Sha, who was sitting beside them, glanced at Ye Zizi and Lie Gu. The pair of eyes hanging on the 

straw made people's scalp tingle. 

"Banner Master, that man is a Bone Dragon, a relatively common undead race, and that girl with a 

ponytail, her true form is a bit special..." Kung Sha said in a deep voice. 

Kai Yun was slightly startled. If it made Kung Sha say such things, it definitely carried significant weight. 

"What do you mean?" Kai Yun continued to ask. 

Kung Sha said in a low voice, "Leader, do you still remember a powerful race mentioned in the records?" 



Kai Yun's gaze focused, "Kung Sha, are you referring to the Taowu clan?" 

"Yes, the Taowu clan. They are born with a powerful talent for absorption, converting the strength of 

their enemies into their own. The Taowu clan was once a prominent race..." Kung Sha slowly explained, 

but they had only heard of the Taowu clan through legends and had never encountered them 

personally. The Taowu clan had long vanished, leaving behind only terrifying rumors. 

Kai Yun murmured, "I didn't expect to encounter the Taowu clan here today, and they appear as 

subordinates to someone else! How interesting!" 

Yue Hua cautioned, "Leader, the terrifying aspect of the Taowu clan lies in their true form during battles. 

We should not underestimate them!" 

"Oh, I understand," Kai Yun knew very well, but he also wanted to see how ferocious the Taowu clan's 

true form could be! 

During the battle between Ye Hua and Ye Zizi, Ye Zizi hadn't even released her true form. To be precise, 

she was preparing to release it but was controlled by Ye Hua. 

In reality, Ye Zizi hadn't reached her peak state yet and could only be considered a small fry. 

If Ye Zizi reached the peak state of the Taowu clan, it would truly make the entire world tremble. The 

strength of the Taowu clan was unquestionable. 

Wei Chang and Jue Tian were also members of rare races, not to mention the other two Seven Sins! 

Among the entire Seven Sins, only Brittany could be considered "human." 

"What race is that man?" Kai Yun asked curiously. 

Kung Sha respectfully replied, "That man is just an undead." 

"A little disappointing," Kai Yun shrugged helplessly. She had thought Ye Hua was a powerful exotic race, 

but it turned out he was just an undead. 

There was nothing to be done; undead beings were too common. 

"What about the woman?" Kai Yun looked at Donghuang Baizhi. 

Kung Sha hesitated for a moment and said, "This woman has a unique aura, seemingly similar to the 

people who sealed us." 

"Oh? Does this woman have a connection to those who sealed us? This situation is getting interesting!" 

Kai Yun's heart trembled. These powerful opponents were exactly what he wanted! 

"I cannot be certain," Kung Sha added. 

Because Donghuang Baizhi's body was no longer "pure." Due to the child, her Donghuang bloodline had 

mixed with Ye Hua's bloodline, resulting in a muddled aura that was not so "pure." 

Although it was not "pure," it brought far greater benefits than being "pure." 



Ye Hua and Donghuang Baizhi both felt that these people were scrutinizing them, seemingly 

communicating through telepathy. 

At this moment, Ye Hua also transmitted his thoughts to Ye Zizi, "See what their true forms are." 

"Yes, Your Honor!" Ye Zizi's crimson eyes focused on the five individuals and instantly obtained the 

information he desired. 

But... 

He didn't know how to address them, so he could only give a general description. 

"Your Honor, that woman has abundant water, similar to the one in the video," Ye Zizi said aloud. 

Ye Hua nodded, his gaze turning towards Yue Hua. A woman with an abundance of water, he wondered 

if fire could evaporate her. 

If it were ordinary water, then certainly. 

But Yue Hua's water was profound and not ordinary. They couldn't evaporate her. 

Chapter 707 (Elemental Races) 

Upon hearing Ye Zizi's description, Ye Hua paused for a moment and looked down at Donghuang Baizhi 

in his arms. 

Seeing her husband's "surprised" expression, Donghuang Baizhi was a bit puzzled. What did he mean? 

"What kind of creature is it exactly?" Ye Hua asked in a deep voice. 

Ye Zizi expressed that he was not sure, but it was a type that had an excessive amount of water. 

Ye Hua gave up on further questioning, saying, "Next." 

"Your Honor, the original form of the one with the fan is... it's light..." Ye Zizi didn't know how to 

describe it, but it was that kind of shimmering brightness. 

"Light???" Ye Hua was a bit surprised. These people all had elemental origins, no wonder they couldn't 

be eliminated. They were truly powerful! 

"Go on!" 

"The one that looks very ugly is a ball of fire," Ye Zizi said. 

Upon hearing Ye Zizi's words, Ye Hua confirmed his speculation. Indeed, they were all elemental beings! 

He had never seen such races before, they were truly formidable! 

"What about the scarecrow? What is it?" Ye Hua asked. 

"It's just a mass of darkness, I don't know what it is," Ye Zizi said. 

A mass of darkness? Ye Hua was slightly puzzled. Did it belong to the darkness element? 

"And what about the leader with the Banner?" Ye Hua asked again. 



"It only has one eye." Ye Zizi was also somewhat astonished. The true form of the leader was in stark 

contrast to its current appearance, it was actually an eye, looking quite terrifying. 

Ye Hua asked in a deep voice, "Are there no other body parts?" 

"No, just a gigantic eye," Ye Zizi whispered. This kind of true form felt even more terrifying than Wei 

Chang's. 

Ye Hua didn't ask any further questions and fell into contemplation. 

This was why the Five Banners had sealed their leader. The leader was not an elemental life form like 

them, and no matter what they did, they couldn't kill them. So they could only be sealed until the time 

came to summon the leader again. 

It seemed that the Nanwu Banner had also gotten involved in a major incident; otherwise, they wouldn't 

have done such a thing. 

Ye Hua turned his gaze towards the Death Mage, hoping that the Death Mage wouldn't embarrass him 

today! 

A draw would bring rewards to Ye Hua! 

If they could eliminate Bai Gu, it would be even better, but the hope was slim. 

With various defensive measures, the Death Mage felt the surrounding air currents, hoping to find Bai 

Gu through the movement in the air. 

The idea was indeed good, but Bai Gu could manipulate the air freely since its body was made of air! 

Suddenly! 

The Death Mage felt movement in the nine o'clock direction and without much thought, swung the 

Death Scythe directly towards it! 

Boom! 

The hard ground was blasted into a large pit by the Death Scythe. The hollow eye sockets of the Death 

Mage flashed with a red light; he had been deceived! 

In an instant! 

The Death Mage extended his bony hand backward and five pale fingers spread open, creating an 

instant black shield! 

Bang! 

A tremendous force struck the shield, causing a violent surge of energy! 

Cracks appeared on the black shield, resembling shattered glass, which surprised the Death Mage! 

The opponent's power is indeed formidable! 

At the moment when the Death Mage was caught off guard, a powerful pressure struck from the other 

side. 



Seeing this, Ye Hua's expression darkened. The attacks of Bai Gu were truly strange and unpredictable. 

It would attack the shield, but in the blink of an eye, it would appear on the other side. This was not the 

result of speed, but rather the advantage of its race! 

The Death Mage also knew the consequences of being hit and didn't hesitate. 

Absolute Defense! 

Instantly, a set of pitch-black armor formed over the Death Mage's skeletal body, covering it completely. 

It was accompanied by a red cape, and with the Scythe of Death in hand, the Death Mage looked 

incredibly cool! 

Boom! Despite summoning the Absolute Defense, Bai Gu's punch still landed on the left abdomen of the 

Death Mage. 

The tremendous impact force sent the Death Mage flying like a cannonball! 

Behind Kai Yun, Luo Hu suddenly opened his folding fan, and a golden halo enveloped the entire Nanwu 

Banner. 

As the flying Death Mage forcefully collided with the golden halo, the halo trembled slightly. Luo Hou's 

intention was to prevent the Death Mage from flying too far, so that the Banner Master could enjoy the 

exciting battle. 

The Death Mage fell directly into a deep pit, causing the ground to crack. At this moment, the Death 

Mage felt lingering fear. He had almost been completely defeated. His defense enhancement was 

useless. 

If it weren't for the Absolute Defense given by Your Honor, he would have lost his life! 

To die and be summoned again was one thing, but embarrassing Your Honor was absolutely not 

allowed! 

The fallen Death Mage suddenly stood up in the pit and glanced at the slight dent on the left abdomen. 

The black Absolute Defense had actually been dented! 

How was this possible? The item given by Your Honor had been dented, indicating that the power was 

terrifying! 

Ye Hua also noticed the not-so-obvious dent and frowned slightly. The power of Bai Gu was indeed 

impressive. It could actually dent the Absolute Defense, even if not prominently! 

At this moment, Kai Yun was also surprised. 

"This armor is quite good. It has reached the level of primordial treasures." Kai Yun said with a smile. 

Yue Hua softly spoke, "Yes, but Bai Gu's specialty is not strength, which is a bit of a pity." 

Kai Yun nodded. 



The advantage of the skeleton race was indeed magic. However, it had a weakness in terms of strength. 

That was why Bai Gu ranked last among the Five Banners. If it had been Luo Hou's attack just now, the 

result would have been different. 

After all, the skeleton possessed such a crazy racial advantage. If it also had extraordinary strength, who 

would be its opponent? It would simply be a super overpowered existence. 

The Death Mage was now very angry. Although he didn't have the time to pay attention to the 

Emperor's expression, he could guess that the Emperor was not happy. After all, he was already at a 

disadvantage. 

Compared to the Death Mage, Bai Gu appeared even more astonished. Its single attack had only left a 

slight mark on the armor! 

How was this possible? What kind of armor was this? Its defensive ability completely suppressed its own 

attack! This situation was not good at all! 

"Skeleton, did you give this armor?" Bai Yun asked Ye Hua with a cheerful expression on her face. 

Ye Hua looked at the battlefield and replied indifferently, "It's just junk. I took it out to use." 

Kai Yun: "..." 

"Can't you stop acting cool? You look quite handsome when you're not trying to show off, hmph!" Kai 

Yun huffed. 'When I came out to show off, you didn't even know where you were.' 

Donghuang Baizhi agreed with this statement. Ye Hua looked better when he wasn't showing off. It felt 

strange when he did. 

Upon hearing this, Ye Hua coldly snorted and ignored the little brat. It was truly a waste of his breath. 

Chapter 708 (Ending in a Draw) 

Lucifer had completely become an insignificant figure now. In Europe, he used to be the top dog, and 

everyone had to show him respect. But sitting here, he felt completely ignored and even started to feel 

insignificant himself. He would tremble in fear for a long time even if the opponent sneezed. 

Nakada Kandai was frozen stiff. The only reason he could still stand was that he couldn't feel his feet. He 

felt that he was doomed. 

If it were him, he would have already perished... 

This Voidless Realm was truly formidable. Even a subordinate's subordinate was this impressive. 

In the arena, the Death Mage raised the Scythe of Death. He didn't look like a mage but rather a fearless 

warrior. 

Hehehe... 

Imperial Translation: "Absolute Domain!" 

The Death Mage had no other choice but to unleash the Absolute Domain to counter the enemy. Other 

magic spells were simply ineffective. 



Within the Absolute Domain, the Death Mage was like a god, able to perceive everything. 

Although the Absolute Domain was powerful, it wasn't a vacuum. There was still air, allowing Bai Gu to 

survive. 

The Death Mage unleashed the Absolute Domain and immediately began searching for Bai Gu's location. 

However, to the Death Mage's astonishment, he still couldn't find it! 

Could the Absolute Domain be fake? 

"Dark Defense!" the Death Mage said in a low voice. A defense gradually merged with his armor, greatly 

enhancing its defensive power. 

"Barrier of Darkness!" The Death Mage continued to cast defensive spells, enveloping his body within 

the barrier. 

This action already indicated that the Death Mage intended to resist Bai Gu through defense. 

Since there was no way to attack Bai Gu and Bai Gu couldn't attack him either, the Death Mage planned 

to fight to a draw. As Your Honor had said, a draw would be his victory. 

After all, Bai Gu was a subordinate's subordinate, while the Death Mage was one of the Five Banners. A 

draw would be their loss. 

Bai Gu cursed the Death Mage for being shameless. He had actually anticipated his disadvantage and 

strengthened his defense! 

"Hah!" Bai Gu roared in anger and launched another attack! 

There still wasn't any fluctuation of spiritual energy. It seemed that the Death Mage had given up 

searching and simply stood in place! 

It could be seen that one side of his Barrier of Darkness had already been shattered, but it had also 

absorbed a significant amount of Bai Gu's power. When its fist collided with the Absolute Defense, it was 

like scratching an itch. The Death Mage even stood in place, withstanding the attack! 

It should be noted that the Absolute Domain was also weakening Bai Gu's power. Coupled with the 

Death Mage's various defenses, he had maximized Bai Gu's disadvantage. 

As the Barrier of Darkness broke, the Death Mage formed it again. 

Then, he witnessed the relentless attacks of Bai Gu, but they were all in vain. It couldn't send the Death 

Mage flying anymore or leave any marks on the Absolute Defense. 

That's why Bai Gu ranked last. When faced with someone with strong defense, it had no way to break 

through, and the opponent couldn't do much either. They could only stalemate. 

Bai Gu's role within the team was mostly reconnaissance, utilizing the advantages of his magic. 

The battles were mostly carried out by others. 

Ye Hua looked at the situation in the arena and felt somewhat relieved. The Death Mage had done 

remarkably well to achieve this. Now, it was a matter of whether he could find Bai Gu's weak point. 



Yes, besides having the Death Mage fight to a draw, Ye Hua had another more important task. 

That was to find Bai Gu's weak point during the battle. The Death Mage was currently executing this 

task. 

Without worrying about the injured Death Mage, he could calmly assess Bai Gu. 

He searched for weak points in every attack. 

Suddenly, the Death Mage seemed to have realized something. 

Hehehe... 

Imperial Translation: "Spatial Lockdown!" 

Four black, unknown substances suddenly emerged around the Death Mage, forming a black rectangular 

box that enveloped the Death Mage inside. 

The Death Mage stood within, quietly awaiting Bai Gu's attack. However, after waiting for a long time, 

Bai Gu still didn't attack... 

In the Spatial Lockdown, there was a vacuum environment without any air... 

But without air, how could the Death Mage breathe? 

Does an undead need to breathe? 

Bai Gu looked down at the enormous black box and felt that there was no air inside, so... 

It could only stare blankly... 

Unfortunately, the Death Mage's abilities were limited. If the range of the spatial lockdown were 

expanded, it would be Bai Gu's death sentence. 

Who said that elemental races couldn't be killed? They just hadn't found a way yet. 

There was no race in this world that couldn't be killed, only strong individuals who couldn't be killed. 

Ye Hua seemed to have realized something as well, a faint smile forming at the corner of his mouth. 'The 

Death Mage is indeed clever. Not bad at all. This deity likes it. It wasn't in vain that this deity introduced 

such a beautiful woman like Xun Fang to accompany you. Well-performed, I'll grant you a physical body, 

letting you experience the pleasure of being a man.' 

Kai Yun became a little unhappy. 

Yue Hua whispered, "Banner Master, let Bai Gu come back. If this continues, the opponent will find Bai 

Gu's weak point." 

Yue Hua also started to worry. The opponent had clearly realized Bai Gu's weakness. In this stalemate, 

neither side could win over the other, but Yue Hua was concerned about them finding Bai Gu's weak 

point. 

However, Ye Hua had already basically figured it out. 



"Brat, it seems that your subordinate can't defeat my subordinate's subordinate," Ye Hua said 

indifferently, indicating that they were weak. Even one of my subordinates' subordinates can't defeat 

you. 

Kai Yun was furious and said in a tender voice, "You're the brat here. If you dare, let your subordinate 

take off their armor." 

"Ridiculous! This is resource utilization. You can also armor up if you want," Ye Hua sneered. If this 

skeleton were to wear clothes, wouldn't it be revealing its true form? That's why this skeleton can't 

wear anything, or else it would lose its effectiveness. 

"You! You! You! You're cheating! Bai Gu, come back!" Kai Yun pouted and raged, calling Bai Gu back to 

the field. 

Upon hearing the Banner Master's words, Bai Gu cast one last glance at the black box, unwillingly 

returning to the Banner Master's side. "Banner Master, I have failed in my duty." 

"It's not your fault, it's just that the enemy is too cunning," Kai Yun lamented. It was said that undead 

creatures were generally stupid, so why did this undead creature have a brain? It was truly strange. 

Ye Hua burst into laughter. "Death Mage, you've done well!" 

The Death Mage respectfully bowed before Ye Hua. "I couldn't defeat the opponent, it's my fault." 

"It's alright, it's alright," Ye Hua felt relieved. This time, he not only regained his face, but also learned 

Bai Gu's weakness! 

'It turned out that in a vacuum, Bai Gu had no means at all. This deity wonders if it would die in such an 

environment?' 

'It was truly an exciting experiment.' 

Lucifer was shocked. He never expected Bai Gu and the Death Mage to end up in a draw. This was too 

exaggerated! 

Chapter 709 (I Want to Bet With You) 

In the end, it was still the Death Mage cheating a bit by putting on Absolute Defense. Without this 

armor, the Death Mage would most likely lose. 

But as Ye Hua said, it was all about resource utilization. Why couldn't it be used for his subordinates? 

Although they fought to a draw relying on Absolute Defense, they also learned the weakness of Bai Gu. 

If they were to start again, the Death Mage could seize the skeleton's weak point and fight back. It's 

hard to say who would win or lose. 

From Kai Yun's attempt to stop the fight just now, it could be seen that she didn't want the skeleton to 

continue fighting. 

Ye Hua suddenly picked up his chopsticks and took a bite of Mapo Tofu, saying with a smile, "Delicious." 

Kai Yun clenched her little fists in anger. "You! Come again!" 



"Lie Gu, loosen up a bit," Ye Hua slowly put down his chopsticks and said softly. 

Lie Gu respectfully replied, "Yes, Your Honor!" 

Hearing Lie Gu's words, Kai Yun sneered, "Still calling yourself 'Your Honor'? I've killed many people who 

called themselves 'Your Honor'." 

"I'm the same," Ye Hua said lightly. 

Kai Yun pursed her lips. This man was so good at pretending. She must make him pay! 

"Banner Master, let me fight for you," Yue Hua stood up and said tenderly. 

"Yes, we must win." 

"Rest assured, Banner Master." Yue Hua's beautiful eyes turned cold as she looked at Lie Gu. 

And Lie Gu didn't hold back either. He locked eyes with Yue Hua and even extended his index and 

middle fingers, shaking them vigorously... 

The innocent members of the Nanwu Banner didn't know what this gesture meant. 

But others knew, especially Nakata Kandai, who was dumbfounded... 

Such finger speed was truly remarkable. It couldn't be achieved without years of practice. And with this 

kind of finger speed, it would be unstoppable, and any woman would love it. 

Donghuang Baizhi angrily pinched Ye Hua and whispered, "Look at your subordinate!" 

Ye Hua silently extended his index and middle fingers, looking at the beauty in his arms, and said, 

"Baizhi, let's try it tonight." 

"Go die!!!" The Empress's face instantly turned red, feeling that her husband was being corrupted by Lie 

Gu. 

Ye Hua chuckled lightly, gently embracing his wife's delicate body, preparing to witness the fierce battle 

between Lie Gu and the water women. 

And Ye Hua had also told Lie Gu not to reveal his true form! 

Because during the previous battle in the Voidless Realm, when the winner was decided, Lie Gu's true 

form was exposed and he even injured the Empress. She was still holding a grudge about it, and Ye Hua 

had heard the Empress complain quite a bit. 

She even asked him to seek revenge for her, saying that she had suffered greatly from the beating. But 

did he show any sympathy for his wife? She even asked Ye Hua to stew that Bone Dragon. 

Sure enough, Lie Gu couldn't escape the fate of being stewed. 

At this moment, Lie Gu casually descended the stairs. Whether or not he revealed his true form 

depended on the opponent's strength. If this woman wanted to drown him with water, his true form 

would be exposed without a doubt. 



However, when his true form was revealed, there might be another internal conflict in Ye Hua's home. 

Although they managed to save the two honorable wives this time... 

But if they were to find out that it was just a show, the consequences would be terrifying. 

Standing below, Lie Gu looked at Yue Hua as she approached gracefully. 

It had to be said that this woman was very tempting. Every step she took was so elegant, and that green 

cheongsam showcased her figure. There was even a slit beside her thigh, revealing her pure and white 

long leg in the air from time to time. 

This feeling made Lie Gu itchy. Facing a woman as fluid as water, Lie Gu seemed unable to maintain a 

calm demeanor. 

Of course, he had to maintain good gentlemanly manners. Perhaps there would be a wonderful 

encounter. 

So... 

Lie Gu once again waved his hand towards Yue Hua and said, "Hello, I'm Lie Gu." 

"Yue Hua." 

Yue Hua whispered softly, showing no significant emotional fluctuations. 

This left Lie Gu feeling dejected, like he had hit a wall, which made him very unhappy. 

Donghuang Baizhi looked at the smirking Lie Gu and whispered, "Ye Hua, don't pick up Lie Gu's bad habit 

of flirting with every girl he sees." 

Ye Hua extended his index and middle fingers once again. 

Donghuang Baizhi angrily hammered her husband, but her heart was still racing. 

Women were like this. They would say they didn't want it, but it was just a front. In reality, they needed 

it, perhaps even more than men. 

Lucifer admired Lie Gu's audacity. He dared to flirt with the women of the Nanwu Banner. Impressive! 

He wondered how many years of punishment one would receive for flirting with the Banner Master. It 

seemed like the Banner Master was already of age. 

Nakata Kandai also thought Yue Hua looked beautiful. Her skin was as clear as water, exuding a natural 

charm that made people fascinated and reluctant to look away. 

Kai Yun pouted, looking unhappy. How dare Lie Gu flirt with Yue Hua? She would stew him later! 

The four people sitting in the back watched the scene closely, eager to see the true power of the Nanwu 

Realm. 

In the previous battle, the other side won due to equipment advantage, which exploited the weakness 

of the skeleton. It could be easily targeted! 



But Yue Hua was different. Her combat power was in a completely different league compared to the 

skeleton. 

Even if Yue Hua faced the skeleton, the outcome would be a draw. To eliminate a being like the 

skeleton, one needed to not only exploit weaknesses but also rely on luck. 

However, they probably didn't know that Lie Gu's strength was a world of difference compared to the 

Death Mage! 

That was beyond doubt! 

"Beautiful Yue Hua! How about we make a bet?" Lie Gu started to play his little tricks again. He couldn't 

help it; this water-made woman was so tempting. Even if he would be scolded by his Lord, he had to say 

it. 

Yue Hua silently glanced at Lie Gu. "Speak." 

"If I lose, I'll let you control me, Lie Gu." 

"And if I lose?" Yue Hua asked. 

Lie Gu eagerly awaited this question. 

"Then you become my wife," Lie Gu said with a smug smile, looking at Yue Hua's delicate figure with 

drooling eyes. Truly worthy of being a dragon, naturally carrying such characteristics. 

As the leader, Ye Hua twitched his mouth. 'Why are you bringing this up now?' 

'Do you believe that I'll stew you!' 

'I came here for face! And you dare to propose a marriage alliance! F**k!' 

Even Donghuang Baizhi couldn't help but cover her forehead... 

Lucifer's jaw almost dropped to the table. This high school student really had some guts! 

Nakata Kandai also wanted to say such words but didn't dare. 

The members of the Nanwu Banner were also shocked. Someone actually made such a request to Yue 

Hua. Goodness! 

Yue Hua, upon hearing this, didn't show much emotional fluctuation. She just paused for a moment and 

asked, "You want me to be your wife?" 

Lie Gu vigorously nodded, wishing he could pin Yue Hua down on the bed right now. This was fate! 

It was because he had entered the battle scene first. If Yue Hua hadn't entered, he wouldn't have had 

this state of mind. But unfortunately, Yue Hua did enter, and that was fate. 

Chapter 710 (Lie Gu vs. Yue Hua) 

"I cannot agree to your bet," Yue Hua said earnestly. 



This made Lie Gu anxious. How could such a beautiful woman not become his woman? That wouldn't 

do. 

'I have already missed out on Zi Dhan... Li Hun... the twins... I don't want to miss out again…' 

"Why can't you agree?" Lie Gu hurriedly asked. 

"Because everything concerning me is up to the Master," Yue Hua said calmly, as if her actions 

depended solely on the Master's command. 

Upon hearing this, Ye Hua pondered for a moment. It seemed... Lie Gu's approach was not bad. 

Disrupting the enemy's internal unity, clever! 

'Truly worthy of being under my command. I'm satisfied, and it also frustrates the enemy. Killing two 

birds with one stone!' 

Lie Gu has become smarter. 

Now it depends on Kai Yun's reaction. 

Lie Gu shouted to the Master, "Give me your word, will you bet or not?" 

"Alright, if you win, Yue Hua will be yours," Kai Yun didn't think much and agreed directly, showing trust 

in his subordinate. 

With a cold gaze, Kai Yun continued, "But if you lose, I'll stew you!" 

Lie Gu completely ignored the latter part. Even after being threatened to be stewed by Your Honor for 

hundreds of years, he was still fine. Today, he would bring the beauty back. 

"Look, your Master has agreed," Lie Gu happily said. This time, no one will compete with me for women. 

Yue Hua nodded. "Fine." 

"Then tonight, I'll take you to the bridal chamber," Lie Gu couldn't wait, eager to head straight to the 

bridal chamber. 

"Fine," Yue Hua's voice remained calm and indifferent, which piqued Lie Gu's interest. He loved such 

cold beauties, on par with his own Wen Xia. 

'Oh dear, I wonder if they will get angry if I bring back one more woman. Probably not.' 

Lie Gu didn't have any weapons, relying on his hands to fulfill his dreams. 

But when Yue Hua clenched her delicate hand, a long knife made of clear water appeared! 

The blade of this knife was long, at least two meters! 

The flowing water on it was clear and eerie, befitting a woman made of water. Even the weapon was 

made of water, who knows... 

Lie Gu entered his imagination, his mouth revealing a shameful fantasy. 



Yue Hua, however, showed no mercy. Her figure vanished in an instant, catching Lie Gu off guard with a 

sense of crisis! 

Lie Gu thought to himself, "This woman is quite slippery!" 

With a low shout, Lie Gu's body erupted with powerful spiritual power, then he threw a punch! 

And Yue Hua's figure also appeared, the water knife in her hand stabbing toward Lie Gu's fist! 

There was no suspense; Lie Gu's fist landed as if hitting ordinary water. The water knife couldn't 

withstand such an attack and dissipated... 

However, Yue Hua remained calm, as if she already knew the outcome. 

"Lie Gu, I am very strong, so you should take me seriously," Lie Gu grinned. "Today, I'll show you the 

strength of a man! Whether it's on the bed or off the bed, I'm unmatched." 

Yue Hua softly said, "You should take it seriously too." 

"Thanks for your concern," Lie Gu felt warmth in his heart. Even though she's not my wife yet, she 

already cares about me like this. 'If she becomes my wife, it would be even more heartwarming.' 

Just as Lie Gu finished speaking, his pupils suddenly contracted, and without much thought... his left fist 

blasted out! 

This punch fiercely pierced through Yue Hua's delicate body, and a massive fist emerged from behind 

her. 

At the same time, a water blade appeared on Lie Gu's chest! 

The two maintained their positions, and to everyone's surprise, Yue Hua's water blade actually bent! 

Although Lie Gu had indeed shattered the water blade with a punch just now, it had now reformed and 

pierced into Lie Gu's back! 

Ye Hua silently cursed Lie Gu. 'When did he become so careless? He was still wasting his breath on 

sweet talk!' 

'In just a few moves, he had already been injured by others. What an idiot!' 

'It should have been Ye Zizi who fought just now.' 

Why did Yue Hua take the initiative to engage? It was because she knew that Lie Gu was a dragon clan, 

and she was aware of the nature of dragons. As long as she utilized it properly, she could naturally inflict 

heavy damage on her opponents, just like what was happening now! 

As Lie Gu's punch broke through Yue Hua, the members of the Nanwu Banner remained calm and 

unconcerned. 

As mentioned before, Yue Hua was made of water! 

"You should take it more seriously," Yue Hua said calmly. 



Lie Gu's face turned unsightly. He clearly felt his punch just now... It seemed to have pierced through the 

water without the expected effect! 

This woman! There's really so much water! 

Lie Gu had known that his back was in danger just now, but he couldn't dodge in time, so he chose to 

exchange injuries. 

However, he had still underestimated his opponent. 

Lie Gu slowly retracted his fist, and a hole appeared in Yue Hua's chest, inside of which water was 

flowing... and slowly merging... 

"What the hell, can it be like this?" Lie Gu exclaimed in disbelief. It felt so unreal. 

That's right! Yue Hua's entire body was made of water, no matter how she was attacked, she could 

instantly heal! 

With a flick of Yue Hua's delicate hand, propelled by the immense inertia of the water blade, Lie Gu was 

thrown away, crashing into a golden halo before falling down. 

There was a muffled sound. 

Ye Hua's mouth twitched. His Seven Deadly Sins Lie Gu had actually been knocked down by a woman! 

'This bastard!' 

'I called you here to save face, not to make a fool of yourself!' 

"Haha, well done, Yue Hua!" Kai Yun watched as Yue Hua easily took down the enemy's main force in 

just a few moves, feeling immensely satisfied. She stood on a chair and applauded. 

Ye Hua wanted to retort, but he couldn't find the words. 'This Lie Gu! He had completely ruined my 

reputation!' 

'Moreover, how can we break through this woman's talent?' 

'She's made of water. I wonder if fire would be effective against her.' 

Yue Hua coldly glanced at Lie Gu not far away, the water blade in her hand lightly positioned to the 

right, her body leaning backward. She whispered, "Water Flash!" 

Suddenly, the water blade in Yue Hua's hand extended! 

The extension speed was extremely fast, too fast for anyone to react. Moreover, it was aimed at Lie Gu's 

head, indicating her clear intent! 

As Lie Gu lay on the ground, he suddenly shot out his arm and grabbed the tip of the blade! 

The powerful water pressure could be used as a cutting machine, but Yue Hua's Water Flash was more 

than just a cutting machine. It seemed capable of cutting through anything. 

The water flowed through Lie Gu's palm, and the flesh in his hand began to disappear, revealing... 



Dragon claws! 

Although they were not the original form, they were small dragon claws. Then, the flesh of the entire 

left arm vanished, exposing a chilling white bone to the air. 

"Dragon Flame!" Lie Gu muttered, then suddenly raised his head and spewed out a fiery red stream. 

However, Yue Hua didn't even bother to dodge. She directly withstood the Dragon Flame. 

Lie Gu stood up, and although his pierced chest was bleeding, it was not a significant injury. It was only 

flesh after all. 

But his entire left arm had already revealed a small-scale true form. 'Hopefully, Madam won't notice it.' 

 


